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Hamster Princess

Sleeping Beauty gets a feisty, furry twist in this

hilarious new comic series from the creator of

Dragonbreath. Harriet Hamsterbone is not your

typical princess. Perfect for fans of Babymouse and

Chris Colfer's Land of Stories, this laugh-out-loud

new comic hybrid series will turn everything you

thought you knew about princesses on its head.

Ursula Vernon

Join us in making Fairy
Friendly Crafts

 eREAD KIDS

The Invisible Garden

A young girl and her family travel from the city to

the country to celebrate her grandmother's

birthday. Someone suggests that Arianne, as the

only child at the party, might enjoy exploring the

garden more than listening to the adults chat. With

very little text, this book lets the illustrations tell the

charming story of a child carried away into a world

much bigger than herself.

Valerie Picard

Apply for a free

FCLS library card

to access good

reads today!

Enchanted Woodland Reading List

DID YOU

KNOW

Use your library card to access these nature-inspired and fantastical digital

reads for kids and tweens on eREAD KIDS or at your favorite branch.

The Magic and Mystery of Trees

This breath-taking book about trees takes children

on a captivating journey of nature packed leafy

exploration, showing them just how special these

mighty organisms are. Discover how they

communicate and warn each other of predators,

how they nurture their networks, record the past,

and anticipate the future to ensure their survival.

Jen Green

Fairies and the Quest for Never Land

Gwendolyn Carlisle loves fairies. On her birthday,

she receives the precious "kiss" necklace, which has

been passed down from mother to daughter ever

since Peter Pan gave it to Wendy Darling. That night,

Gwendolyn has her first vision of Fairy Haven. More

than anything, Gwendolyn wishes she could be

there. Soon, Peter Pan comes for her and the

adventure begins!

Gail Carson Levine

The Enchanted Forest Chronicles

Collected together for the first time in a digital

format are Patricia C. Wrede's hilarious adventure

stories about Cimorene, the princess who refuses to

be proper. Every one of Cimorene's adventures is

included: Dealing with Dragons, Searching for

Dragons, Calling on Dragons, and Talking to

Dragons.

Patricia C. Wrede

Beneath the Stone Forest

Prince Lucas and Clara explore the twisting tunnels

beneath the Stone Forest in this sixth chapter book

in the fantastical Kingdom of Wrenly series. Clara

invites Prince Lucas on her journey to map out the

Stone Forest and visit the gnomes who live there.

Unfortunately, Lucas has a visiting cousin who

doesn't want to get her hands dirty. But when

Princess Bella's puppy gets lost in the tunnels

beneath the Stone Forest, she realizes that the

subjects who make up a kingdom are just as

important as their rulers.

 Jordan Quinn; Robert McPhillips (ILT)
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Woodland Dreams

In Woodland Dreams, young readers say goodnight

to beloved woodland animals as they prepare to

sleep. This sweet bedtime book is at once a picture

book and a lullaby, pairing familiar bedtime routines

with nonfiction elements.

Karen Jameson, Marc Boutavant

Jim Henson's Storyteller: Fairies

Fairies showcases four enchanting tales of fairies

and their mystical realms, inspired by folklore from

around the world and told in the spirit of Jim

Henson's beloved television series.

Jim Henson, Matt Smith, Tyler Jenkins

Woodland Tales

First published in1922, "Woodland Tales" is a

charming collection of classic short animals stories

for children of all ages. Ernest Thompson Seton

(1860 – 1946) was an English author and wildlife

artist who founded the Woodcraft Indians in 1902.

Ernest Thompson Seton

Join us in making Fairy
Friendly Crafts

Over In The Woodland

With gorgeously detailed illustrations and rhythmic

text, Over in the Woodland is a magical adventure

sure to capture the imagination of readers young

and old. Based on the classic children's rhyme "Over

in the Meadow," this version replaces frogs and birds

with mermaids, dwarves, centaurs, and other

creatures of the Woodland realm.

Nicole Abreu, Shar Abreu, Susanna Covelli

Enchanted Woodland Reading List
Use your library card to access these nature-inspired and fantastical digital

reads for kids and tweens on Hoopla or at your favorite branch.

Brigitta Of The White Forest

A charming middle-grade fantasy series, "Faerie

Tales from the White Forest" watches the journey of

young Brigitta of the White Forest as she has to save

her beloved people from a spell that has turned

everyone to stone.

Danika Dinsmore

The Magic World

These twelve spellbinding stories open the door to

the magic world of the imagination.

Edith Nesbit
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